
myKotty launches new ultra clean and accurate health-tracking litterbox  
SPACE KOTTY boasts a futuristic design, RFID tracking, automated litter reordering  

 
(August 24, 2020) - Today, myKotty launched a Kickstarter campaign for SPACE KOTTY, a smart               
litterbox that is designed to be a cat’s health guardian. It further stands apart thanks to a UV-C lamp that                    
kills bacteria and viruses, versatile notifications, and automated litter re-ordering. The litterbox is available              
on Kickstarter for the super early bird price of $299 USD.  
 
It’s notoriously difficult to tell when a cat is sick. Early detection of two of the most common health                   
ailments, urologic conditions and obesity, is critical in improving outcomes, preventing potential chronic             
diseases, and stopping ailments before they become life-threatening.  
 
“We designed SPACE KOTTY to be a smart health companion for your cat or cats. Early detection is so                   
vital for positive health outcomes,” said myKotty Founder Marta Pietrusiak. “We wanted to ensure a more                
accurate way to detect issues. To do so, our smart litterbox uses veterinary research and RFID tags to                  
monitor health accurately.”  
 
The litterbox keeps track of cat health by monitoring cat behavior and alerting an owner to worrying                 
symptoms. It does so by weighing the cat every time it uses the litter box, and measuring the frequency of                    
visits to the litter box and the time the cat spends inside. This data is saved and analyzed using                   
algorithms. The cat’s weight and frequency and time spent in the litterbox are compared by standards                
determined by vets. If there’s a deviation, an alert is issued to the SPACE KOTTY app and via the box                    
itself, displayed in color-coded LED lights.  
 
The accompanying app stores health data, provides alerts, and keeps complete cat health and litterbox               
usage statistics. It also helps maintain all aspects of a cat’s health by including: a vet visit scheduler,                  
disease history entries, history of vaccinations and upcoming surgeries or vaccinations.  
 
SPACE KOTTY can monitor multiple cats via a unique RFID system (other litterboxes detect different cats                
based on weight, which does not ensure 100% accuracy). Each cat is recognized by an RFID gate that is                   
built into the litter box entrance. The gate reads each cat’s RFID neck implant. In the United States, all                   
kennel cats, and most pet cats, have this RFID chip. If a cat does not have an implant, an RFID collar can                      
be used.  

The litterbox uses a professional UV-C germicidal lamp to effectively neutralize viruses, bacteria, mold,              
and fungi, sterilize the litter box and eliminate unpleasant odors. The system also uses a quiet but highly                  
efficient system of a fan in combination with an activated carbon pollen filter to further nix smells. 

SPACE KOTTY is cordless, using a battery power supply so that the litterbox can be placed in the best                   
spot in the house and so it can ensure uninterrupted work and monitoring even without power. After                 
charging, the battery lasts for eight to ten days.  

One of the litterbox’s most unique features is its automated litter-reordering function. The box comes with                
disposable litter inserts that are RFID tagged. The litterbox reads the ID tag, and is able to keep track of                    
how many inserts are still in stock to automatically order more when stock is running low. The litterbox                  
also has a beautiful design. 

 

http://www.mykotty.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/mykotty/space-kotty-smart-litter-box


 

“As cat owners, we founded myKotty in 2012 to fill a gap in the market for beautiful and functional cat                    
products,” said Co-Founder Mariusz Małecki. “We value design. So not only is SPACE KOTTY a cat’s                
best friend when it comes to health, it also has a unique, eye-catching, and futuristic look that’s an                  
aesthetic addition to the home.” 
 
SPACE KOTTY is now available on Kickstarter. For more information or to interview myKotty personnel,               
please contact public relations agent Rosemary Newton. 
 
Rosemary Newton, Proper Propaganda 
rosemary@properpropaganda.net 
1-604-358-3444 
 
 
About myKotty 
 
myKotty is a Polish designer brand that creates beautiful and luxurious furniture for cats. The company                
was founded in 2012 by Marta Pietrusiak and Mariusz Małecki, cat owners who couldn’t find exciting new                 
products for their pets. They decided to come up with fresh ideas and founded their own brand.  
Since then the team extensively studies cats to produce products that cats - and their owners alike - love.                   
The company’s line includes cat furniture with multi-functional design optimized for scratching, lounging,             
playing, sleeping, and hiding. All products are made and designed in Poland and the team are all cat                  
owners and lovers.  
 


